
 

 
A message from Obry to Nina:A message from Obry to Nina:

"Nina, with or without the village, I'm going to step up and make a
difference. I know whenever someone starts a thing it's hard for
people to believe you. I believe in this idea because I actually know
we have a problem of deforestation in our village.

You gave me the push to study, and every day it's a discovery day. I
may not have any money to buy things for stoves, but I'm sure I can
start gathering seeds, and I know very well that in August, I'll begin to
gather more seeds for different trees because most trees will be
shedding the leaves and seeds.

I read an article where a woman planted more than a million trees
alone, and the area is so beautiful. My children didn't witness any
forest as I did, but it can start with me reintroducing the Forest, and
they'll learn to take care of mother nature. I trust some villagers will
join me after they see the beauty of it."



HELP THIS SOLAR OVEN PROJECT!! HELP THIS SOLAR OVEN PROJECT!! 
 

Zimbabwe Solar andZimbabwe Solar and
Reforestation ProjectReforestation Project

About the project:

Obry is creating a prototype solar oven
that will help prevent the destruction of
the forest.

 
Any contributions will be very much appreciated.

The first solar oven prototype will cost 500 dollars and we will need one oven for each

families in the village at 300 dollars each.

 



I will keep you updated with continuous
news and photos and videos!!!! 

Love Nina Winters. 
Private message me!!Private message me!!
bronzes@ninawinters.com
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